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Abstract—Back-projection (BP) is considered as an ideal
methodology for the high-resolution synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) imaging. However, applying conventional autofocus tech-
niques to BP imagery requires a special consideration and is
usually difficult to implement. In this letter, we present a scheme to
compatibly blending a novel multiple aperture map drift (MAMD)
algorithm with fast factorized back-projection (FFBP). Through
an elaborate BP coordinate, we construct the Fourier transform
relationship between FFBP sub-aperture (SA) images and the
corresponding range-compressed phase history data. The phase
error function is achieved by the MAMD within FFBP recursions,
and well-focused imagery is obtained by phase correction on
the range-compressed phase history data. The proposed scheme
inherits the advantages of high precision and efficiency of the
FFBP, and is suitable for high-resolution spotlight SAR imaging
with raw data. Real data experiments guarantee the effectiveness
of our proposed scheme.

Index Terms—Autofocus, back-projection (BP), fast factorized
back-projection (FFBP), multiple aperture map drift (MAMD),
synthetic aperture radar (SAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

BACK-projection (BP) has been accepted as an ideal ap-
proach for high-resolution spotlight synthetic aperture

radar (SAR) imaging [1]–[3]. Rooted in the basic principle of
wideband beam-forming, BP offers a number of advantages
over the traditional SAR image formations, such as compen-
sation of curve wave-front effect without geometric distortions
or blurs, inherent accommodation of digital elevation map for
topography and aperture-dependent motion compensation [4],
[5]. However, the intensive computation burden of BP integrant
prevents its applications from many operating scenarios. Many
efforts have been devoted into accelerating the BP integrant,
and the fast factorized back-projection (FFBP) is one of the
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most essential fast BP algorithms [2]. Running in a recursive
manner, FFBP dramatically reduces the computation burden
of the BP and is approximately equivalent to the efficiency of
traditional fast Fourier transform based frequency-domain al-
gorithms, such as range-Doppler and chirp-scaling algorithms.

Like the conventional BP algorithm, FFBP is inherently com-
patible with motion compensation by the precise measurements
from the position systems, such as GPS and INS/IMU. How-
ever, it is only the case when the position precision is high up to
the wavelength order, which is usually beyond the accuracy of
some economic position systems. As a result, autofocus is a key
element in high-resolution SAR imaging with FFBP. Without
loss of generality, two factors should be accounted in autofocus
techniques [4]. First, the blurs, caused by residual motion error,
should only distribute along the azimuth direction in the range-
compressed phase history data. Second, the Fourier transform
between image and the corresponding range-compressed phase
history data is a fundamental requirement in most autofocus
methods, such as phase gradient autofocus (PGA) algorithm.
Traditional frequency-domain imaging algorithms can naturally
imply this property (such as polar format algorithm), or with
cooperation with the de-ramping processing [6], [7]. However,
this relationship is not clear in both BP and FFBP formation.
In [4], it has been revealed that there exists an approximate
Fourier transform relationship when the image is projected
onto the polar coordinate. Selection of image coordinate is ele-
mentary in developing an autofocus scheme for BP and FFBP
imagery.

In this letter, we propose an autofocus scheme associating
with FFBP algorithm for high-resolution spotlight SAR im-
agery. Conventional FFBP represents sub-aperture (SA) images
in the local polar coordinate (r, θ), and the BP integrant is
implemented by coherently fusing SA images in a recursive
manner. Herein, we map SA images onto a pseudo polar coor-
dinate under the scheme of FFBP, namely, (r, sin θ). Detailed
mathematical derivation is presented to develop the analytic
expression of impulse response function (IRF) of BP in the
coordinate. Based on the IRF expression, the relationship of
Fourier transform between SA image and the corresponding
phase history are analyzed. A novel multiple aperture map drift
algorithm is developed, which is integrated within the FFBP
recursion. Precise phase error function is achieved recursively,
and well-focused imagery is obtained after motion error cor-
rection. The proposed scheme inherits the advantages of high
precision and efficiency of the FFBP, and is suitable for high-
resolution spotlight SAR imaging.
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II. IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTION AND

PHASE ERROR IN BP IMAGE

In this section, we introduce signal model and basic principle
of BP integrant in the pseudo polar coordinate. Considering
ideal case without motion error (the motion error case will be
discussed in the next subsection), a SAR sensor moves along
a straight-line flight track with constant velocity v generating a
synthetic aperture with length L. During the signal acquisition,
the radar beam center always illuminates the scene center.
When the antenna phase center locates at X = vt (where t
denotes the slow time) along the x-axis, the instantaneous range
from radar to a point with polar coordinate (rp, θp) is given by

R(X; rp, θp) =
√

r2p +X2 − 2rpX sin θp, −L

2
≤ X <

L

2
.

(1)

Suppose the transmitted pulsed chirp signal is st(τ) =
rect(τ/T ) · exp[j2π(fcτ + γτ2/2)], where γ is the chirp rate,
T is the pulse duration width, and τ denotes the range fast-time.
After down-conversion to the base-band, the received signal at
the point X is given by

s(τ,X) = εp · rect

(
τ −Δt

T

)
· rect

(
X

L

)

· exp
[
j2π

(
−fcΔt+

γ(τ −Δt)2

2

)]
(2)

where Δt = 2R(X; rp, sin θp)/c corresponds to the round-
way time delay, c is the speed of light, and εp denotes the
complex-valued reflectivity coefficient. Applying the matched-
filtering in the range dimension, the range-compressed signal is
expressed as follows:

sMF (τ,X) = εp · sinc [γT (τ −Δt)]

·rect
(
X

L

)
· exp(−j2πfcΔt). (3)

In the following, we focus on the derivation of analytic
expression of the Impulse Response Function in the pseudo
polar coordinates with the BP processing. The IRF for the
point (rp, θp) in the pseudo polar coordinate can be obtained
by calculating the expression on a local neighborhood around
the grid near the point. For simplicity, let kp = sin θp and k =
sin θ, namely, the azimuth axis of the pseudo polar coordinate
is defined by the variable k. Therefore, the IRF with BP is given
as follows:

M(rp, k) =

∫
X∈L

sMF

(
τ =

2R(X; rp, k)

c
,X

)

· exp
(
j4π

R(X; rp, k)

λ

)
dX. (4)

The magnitude of IRF on grid (rp, k) is achieved as a coherent
summation of the range-compressed signal along the range
history R(X; rp, k), thus (4) may be simplified as

M(rp, k) =

∫
X∈L

εp · exp
(
−j4π

ΔR(X; rp, k)

λ

)
dX. (5)

To derive the analytic expression of IRF, the differential range
between R(X; rp, kp) and R(X; rp, k) is analyzed by second-
order Taylor series expansion. Generally, in a local neighbor-

hood around the target grid, higher order terms usually take a
fraction of ΔR(X; rp, k)

ΔR(X; rp, k)=R(X; rp, kp)−R(X; rp, k)

=
2rp ·X(kp−k)√

r2p+X2−2rpXk+
√
r2p+X2−2rpXkp

≈ (kp−k)·X+

(
k2p−k2

)
2rp

·X2. (6)

From the above approximation, one can see if the quadratic term
is nominal enough, and the integrant in (5) can be rewritten as

M(rp, k) ≈
∫

X∈L

εp · exp
(
−j4π

(kp − k) ·X
λ

)
dX

=

∫
X∈L

εp · exp
(
−j · 4πΔk

λ
·X

)
dX (7)

where Δk = (kp − k). In (7), the Fourier transform relation-
ship between X and 2Δk/λ is developed to yield a Sinc ex-
pression of IRF. Moreover, 4πΔk/λ exactly corresponds to the
definition of the azimuth wavenumber. Given a certain aperture
length L, the magnitude of the quadratic term in (6) increases as
Δk deviates from zero. In general, the vast majority of energy
of IRF is intensively concentrated within a very small region
around k = kp, and the region size corresponds to the azimuth
resolution. Taking the angle coordinate of the point into ac-
count, the azimuth resolution is given by following equation [8]

δk =
λ

2L
. (8)

To analyze the effect from the quadratic term on the shape of
IRF, let k = kp +Δk, then the quadratic term in (6) corre-
sponding to the neighboring region around k = kp is given by(

k2p−k2
)

2rp
·X2=

[
k2p−(kp+Δk)2

]
2rp

·X2≈−Δk ·kp
rp

·X2. (9)

Actually, the quadratic term in (9) induces a quadratic phase
error (QPE), i.e.,

QPE = 4π
Δk · kp
λrp

·X2. (10)

The magnitude of QPE is directly proportional to Δk. When
the magnitude of QPE is small enough, its effect on (5) can be
neglected, such as QPE is constrained to do not exceed π/8.
As the shape of IRF is determined by the magnitude within a
limited range of [kp − δk, kp + δk], if QPE is small enough at
the boundary, then the QPE effect on IRF is nominal as well.
Substituting Δk = δk into (12) and constraining the value of
QPE under π/8, we have

2π
kp

L · rp
·
(
L

2

)2

≤ π

16
(11)

which implies kpL ≤ (rp/8). This means when the effective
aperture kpL is shorter than an eighth of rp, the approximation
in (7) is precise to ensure a Fourier transform pair relationship
between the BP image and its corresponding range-compressed
phase data. Actually, the constraint is generally easy to satisfy
in reality. For the sake of quantitatively understanding, let
an X-band SAR work in the broadside mode for a target
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with range 10 km, a synthetic aperture of 2.5 km, leading to
an azimuth resolution up to 0.12 meter, can still satisfy the
condition (11). Of course, in high-resolution ultra-wideband
(UWB) SAR imaging, the approximation accuracy in (7) would
degrade. Actually, the IRF of high-resolution UWB-SAR has
deeply been investigated in [9], [10], whose shape is very
different the Sinc expression. However, for the high frequency
band SAR imaging, the assumption is usually precise enough
to integrate the autofocus techniques with BP imaging.

III. AUTOFOCUS PROCESSING WITHIN FFBP

In last section, the Fourier transform pair relationship be-
tween BP image and its range-compressed phase history is
established. FFBP is a fast implementation of BP at a price
of controllable precision degradation, and thus the relationship
holds for FFBP, which paves a way to develop autofocus
scheme for FFBP. In this section, we first introduce FFBP,
and then the integration of autofocus techniques and FFBP is
investigated in detail.

FFBP recursively partitions the complete back-projection
integral into sub-aperture (SA) image blending. The basic
principle of FFBP lies in that, by a proper image coordinate
selection, the grid of the coordinate can be very coarse without
losing any information in the case of BP integral of a short
sub-aperture. In each processing stage of FFBP, finer angular
resolution is obtained by interpolating coarse resolution SA
images along with the increased sub-aperture length. By a
repeated recursion procedure, the grid of SA images thins,
and the number of SA images decreases. Correspondingly, the
sampling rate in azimuth is also promoted with the update of
FFBP recursion until blending the whole aperture together. In
the beginning stage of FFBP, the full-aperture is partitioned
into a set of short sub-apertures, and each sub-aperture is
integrated into an image in a local polar coordinates system
with coarse azimuth resolution. Then, the neighboring two SA
images are fused into one image corresponding to new local
polar coordinates with finer angular resolution. For the gth
recursion, we assume there are Ug SA images corresponding to
Ug local coordinates. For the uth SA image, the corresponding

sub-aperture length is defined by D
(g)
u and the local coordinates

are denoted by (r
(g)
u , θ

(g)
u ) with sub-aperture center A(g)

u . For
clarity, we always use superscript “(g)” to express the gth FFBP
recursion and subscript “u” to denote the uth sub-aperture.

To avoid ambiguity in azimuth, the grid of the SA image is
restricted by [2]

Δ
(
sin θ(g)u

)
≤ λmin

2D
(g)
u

(12)

where λmin is the minimum wavelength corresponding the
transmitted waveform. In the (g + 1)th recursion, two neigh-
boring sub-apertures are blended to generate Ug/2 images with
finer azimuth resolution. This processing is illustrated in Fig. 1.
For detailed mathematics of FFBP, one can see [4]. FFBP
dramatically decreases the computational burden of BP with
slight precision degradation due to accumulation of interpola-
tion error. In this sense, the IRF of FFBP is equivalent to that
of BP. Replacing the local polar coordinates of original FFBP
by the pseudo polar coordinate, for instance, (r

(g)
u , sin θ

(g)
u )

stands for the uth SA image within the gth recursion, there is

Fig. 1. Recursion of FFBP imaging.

also the relationship of Fourier transform pair between FFBP
SA images and their range-compressed phase history. And the
utilization of the pseudo polar coordinate also reduces compu-
tational burden of FFBP as some trigonometric calculation is
avoided in the SA image fusion recursion.

In the following, we introduce the combination of current
autofocus approaches with FFBP. At first, we define the az-
imuth interval of SA image as sin θ

(g)
u ∈ [−(fλ/2v), fλ/2v],

where f = 2v sinΘu/λ corresponds to the definition of
Doppler frequency and Θu determines the azimuth axis of
SA image [− sinΘu, sinΘu]. In this sense, the pseudo polar
coordinate corresponds to the Doppler domain in azimuth,
which is equivalent to the azimuth domain of SPECAN imaging
[11]. Assume the uth SA image within the gth recursion of
FFBP is h(g)

u (r
(g)
u , sin θ

(g)
u ). According to the Fourier relation-

ship derived in Section II, the corresponding range-compressed
phase history is given by

h(g)
u

(
r(g)u , t(g)u

)
=

∫
h(g)
u

(
r(g)u , sin θ(g)u

)

· exp
(
j2πf (g)

u t(g)u

)
df (g)

u (13)

where f (g)
u =(2 sin θ

(g)
u /λ) corresponds to the Doppler frequency

and t
(g)
u is the counterpart time. Clearly, the time interval of h(g)

u

(r
(g)
u , t

(g)
u ) is 1/(2f), and the central time corresponding to the

origin of the pseudo polar coordinate is A(g)
u /v, and v denotes

the sensor velocity along track. The illustration of the geometry
of h(g)

u (r
(g)
u , sin θ

(g)
u ) and h

(g)
u (r

(g)
u , t

(g)
u ) is shown in Fig. 1.

In the following, we introduce motion error and autofocus
processing. Supposing the major motion error is corrected
in advance with high-precision measurements of navigation
apparatus, such as GPS/IMU. The residual motion error is
small without inducing migration through range cells, and it
expresses itself as the just phase error. For each SA image
h
(g)
u (r

(g)
u , sin θ

(g)
u ), the deterministic range migration and phase

history by the ideal data acquisition geometry are corrected
precisely by the BP integral. As a result, the phase error is
retained in h

(g)
u (r

(g)
u , t

(g)
u ). First, the phase error is supposed

to be spatial-invariant. The range-compressed phase history
containing phase error can be expressed as follows:

h(g)
u

(
r(g)u , t(g)u

)
=hi(g)u

(
r(g)u , t(g)u

)
· exp

[
−jϕ

(
t(g)u

)]
(14)

where hi
(g)
u (r

(g)
u , t

(g)
u ) is the idea phase history, ϕ is the phase

error induced by motion error ΔR(X = vt), and the phase er-
ror is supposed to be spatial-invariant. In general, the phase er-
ror can be approximated by Q-order polynomial as

ϕ(tm) = −4π ·ΔR(vt)/λ =

Q∑
q=2

aq · tq (15)
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where aq denotes the qth polynomial coefficient. Notably, the
first-order term is neglected as it is usually compensated by
Doppler centroid estimation [11], [12]. With respect to t, the
second-order derivative of phase error corresponding to the in-
stantaneous Doppler rate is expressed by the following equation:

γ(tm) =
∂2ϕ(t)

∂t2
=

Q∑
q=2

q · (q − 1) · aq · tq−2. (16)

In the following, a novel multiple aperture map drift (MAMD)
approach is integrated with FFBP to estimate the phase error.
In the gth recursion of FFBP, Ug SA images are transformed
into the range and time domain by inversed Fourier transform
as (9) presents. The traditional map drift (MD) algorithm [8] is
applied to each range-compressed phase history h

(g)
u (r

(g)
u , t

(g)
u )

and a Doppler rate γ
(g)
u is achieved. Therefore, the vector of

instantaneous Doppler rate estimate can be written as

ζ(g) =
[
γ
(g)
1 · · · γ

(g)
Ug−1 γ

(g)
Ug

]T
Ug×1

(17)

where the symbol [·]T denotes vector transpose. The instan-
taneous time of Doppler rate corresponds to the time center
of sub-apertures. As a result, the instantaneous time vector
corresponding to ζ(g) is given by

α(g) =
[
A

(g)
1 /v · · · A

(g)
Ug−1/v A

(g)
Ug

/v
]T
Ug×1

. (18)

The polynomial coefficient can also be written as a vector form
β = [a2 · · · aQ−1 aQ]

T
Q−1. Based on (15)–(18), we have the

following equations:

ζ(g) =M · β (19)

M=[δu,q]Ug×(Q−1), δu,q=q ·(q−1)·
(
α(g)[u]

)q−2

. (20)

The least square error estimation of β can be obtained straight-
forwardly

β̂ = (MTM)
−1
MT ζ(g). (21)

In order to ensure the existence of the inverse of (MTM),
a necessary condition is Ug ≥ Q. In reality, after coarse mo-
tion compensation with navigation system, the motion error is
with low frequency characteristics, and fifth-order polynomial
assumption usually satisfies most real scenarios [7]. Then, the
phase error function can be constructed by β̂ for each SA range-
compressed phase history h

(g)
u (r

(g)
u , t

(g)
u ). Fourier transform is

followed up to transform them back into focused SA images.
Furthermore, by the phase corrected SA images, the FFBP
recursion continues. In the next recursion, MAMD is performed
to achieve better focal quality. The autofocus scheme is illus-
trated in Fig. 2.

In the first FFBP recursions, there are excessive SA images
with low resolution. In this case, we can design a high-order
polynomial model for the phase error, which would fit some
high-frequency errors optimally. However, due to the shortness
of sub-apertures, the precision of MD is limited and subse-
quently leads to low accuracy in the polynomial coefficients
estimation. In contrast, when short SA images are fused into
high-resolution ones during the FFBP recursion, precise
Doppler rate estimate is achievable as aperture length is in-
creased. However, due to the decrease of amount of SA im-

Fig. 2. FFBP with integration of MAMD autofocus.

ages, only low-order polynomial phase model is applicable as
discussed in (21). Taking amount and length of sub-apertures
into account, we apply the scheme that the polynomial order
decreases as the recursion amount increases. For example,
when the length of sub-aperture is increased up to 16 in FFBP
recursion, we begin the autofocus processing with polynomial
order 8, and then, the order is decreased by one as recursion
number increases every time until the polynomial order is equal
to 4. In this scheme, the precision of instantaneous Doppler rate
estimate and phase error order are balanced: in the beginning
recursions of FFBP, high-order phase error can be corrected
moderately, enhancing the focusing quality of the fused images
in the next recursions, and along with the improvement of
estimation precision, the residual phase error is compensated
in the ending recursions with high accuracy. One may notice
that the autofocus processing is seamlessly embedded in the
FFBP recursion, and instantaneous Doppler rate estimation in
each recursion can be implemented in a parallelized way, which
leverages high efficiency to the autofocus processing.

IV. REAL DATA EXPERIMENTS

In the following, through the analysis of raw high-resolution
spotlight SAR data we want to investigate whether the phase
error issue is adequately solved in FFBP imagery by integrating
autofocus approaches. The test data set was collected by an
X-band experimental SAR working at a spotlight mode. The
pulse repetition frequency was 2,100 Hz, the synthetic aperture
time was 15.6 seconds containing 16384 pulses, and the trans-
mitting signal bandwidth was 1.16 GHz. The closest operating
range to reference point was 10.5 km. The slant range image
is 2 × 1 km in range and azimuth directions with a nominal
range and azimuth resolutions of 0.15 × 0.15 m. By both
original FFBP and FFBP integrating with MAMD to process
the raw data, we may produce high-resolution and wide-swath
SAR imageries. With blending the proposed MAMD approach,
the motion error is achieved within the FFBP. Comparisons of
imageries by the original FFBP and FFBP integrated with aut-
ofocus approaches are presented in Fig. 3. Due to the existence
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Fig. 3. FFBP images. (a) FFBP image without autofocus processing.
(b) FFBP image with combining MAMD.

Fig. 4. Sub-scene images selected in Fig. 3.

of phase error, the FFBP image without autofocus processing
involves in serious blurs as shown in Fig. 3(a), while the image
obtained by the FFBP with embedding autofocus processing
are well-focused over the whole scene as given in Fig. 3(b).
Various types of targets, such as runway (dark signature near the
middle), farmland, and urban areas (near bottom right corner)
are shown in a clear way. Sub-scenes A–F in the imaging
swath are magnified to assess the performance evaluation of the
algorithms. Their magnified illuminations are shown in Fig. 4
for comparison. In each pair of sub-scenes image of Fig. 4, the
left blurred image is achieved by directly applying FFBP, while
the right one is obtained by the proposed approach.

From Fig. 4, we note that all sub-scene images generated
by the proposed approach are well-focused, the point scatters
are concentrated, and texture of some farmland is clear. In
particular, sub-scenes C, D contain some close-located trihedral
corner reflectors, and there is also a corner reflector array
aligned in a “T” form in F. Compared to the results from
original FFBP, those from FFBP combining with MAMD are
focused precisely. All corner reflectors are identified clearly. In
sub-scene C, there are two closed-located corner reflectors, with
0.15 meter distance in azimuth, which are circled in Fig. 4. To
demonstrate the optimal performance of the proposed approach,
we give their azimuth response in Fig. 5, where one can
clearly find that by the proposed approach, the two reflectors
are separated distinctively, which ensures the success of the
proposed MAMD method. Through analysis, the effectiveness
of FFBP integrating with MAMD is effective and satisfactory

Fig. 5. Comparison of azimuth response of a corner pair circled in C.

to focus high-resolution spotlight SAR raw data with unknown
phase errors.

V. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we blend a novel MAMD algorithm with FFBP
for high-resolution spotlight SAR imagery. In our algorithm, a
pseudo polar coordinate for SA image is suggested to develop
the Fourier transform relationship between the SA image and
its corresponding range-compressed phase history. As a result,
the phase error function is estimated by the proposed MAMD.
The MAMD is consistently embedded into the recursion of
FFBP and furnishes FFBP with the capability of focusing raw
data with motion error at high precision and efficiency. Real
high-resolution spotlight SAR data experiments validate the
effectiveness of our proposed approach.
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